Abstract This paper offers a comprehensive assessment of network-based positioning results using GPS-only and combined GPS/GLONASS data under open to limited sky view conditions. Data analysis is performed in a short (4 h) and a long (24 h) term spanning observations from five GNSS stations using 10°, 20°, 30°and 40°elevation cut-off angles, which simulate the availability of satellites in different sky view conditions. Evaluation of the results reveals insignificant differences between the accuracy of the GPS-only and combined GPS/GLONASS solutions for daily observation in all sky view conditions. However the clear advantage of integrating GPS and GLONASS observation in a GNSS differential solution is apparent for short (4 h) observation periods, particularly at the highest elevation cut-off angle (40°).
Introduction
In recent years the GLONASS revitalization has progressed steadily (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) and constellation of 24 satellites is completely deployed. This brings significant benefits to geodetic applications since it is possible to use the GLONASS system independently for positioning and on the other hand it gives opportunity to verify the GPS based solutions.
In recent years great attention is placed by researches dealt with the contribution of GLONASS to the global positioning in both precise point positioning (PPP) (Choy et al. 2013; Dawidowicz and Krzan 2014; Yigit et al. 2014; Alkan et al. 2015) and networkbased positioning mode (Martin and Ladd 1997; Raffaela and Marco 2000; Bruyninx 2007; Wang and Wang 2007; Al-Shaery et al. 2011; Alcay et al. 2012; Zheng et al. 2012) . Bruyninx (2007) , attempts to compare the GPS and GPS/GLONASS data analysis in regional network with operational 29 GPS and 13 GLONASS satellites. Results indicate that adding the GLONASS data to the GPS data does not significantly change the repeatabilities of any of the station coordinates. In addition using IGS and CODE orbits, similar results are obtained. Among the most recent ones, Alcay et al. (2012) analyzes the GLONASS-only, GPS-only and GPS ? GLONASS positioning in various length of baselines. Analysis reveals that repeatabilities of all baselines by using GLONASS observations, corresponding to 20 operational GLONASS satellites, are not consistent when compared to the GPS and GPS/GLONASS. Nevertheless, Zheng et al. (2012) compare full constellation GLONASS-only and GPS-only results in two different networks. According to the results, GLONASS coordinates accuracies are slightly worse than that of GPS, reaching maximum 1.5 mm for the vertical (up) components. On the other hand, Choy et al. (2013) examines the benefits and challenges of a combined GPS and GLONASS precise point positioning (PPP) system in post-processed static and kinematic modes. The results confirm that for kinematic PPP the addition of the GLONASS observation improves the accuracy and precision of the position coordinates, whereas for daily static PPP, the benefits of integrating GLO-NASS are marginal. Yigit et al. (2014) offers a comprehensive statistical assessment of static PPP using GPS-only, GLONASS-only and combined GPS/GLONASS data. Evaluation of the results reveals insignificant differences in the accuracy and repeatability among the three satellite constellation solutions for 8 and 24 h observation times, whereas the superiority of the combined GPS/GLONASS solution is apparent for 1 and 2 h observation periods.
The accuracy and reliability of GPS-based positioning depends on, among others, the number of satellites being tracked and positioning dilution of precision (PDOP) values based on satellite geometry. Thus, positioning accuracy, reliability and coordinate repeatability is degraded in areas of low satellite visibility (e.g. urban canyons, deep open pit mine, and forestry). The addition of GLONASS, Galileo or BeiDou constellation will increase the number of visible satellites and can improve PDOP value. Therefore, to meet the need of high precision surveying applications, such as crustal deformation monitoring, monitoring of long-term behavior of engineering structures, a combined GNSS constellation (GPS/GLONASS, GPS/Galileo, GPS/BeiDou) is one of the aiding solutions. In this paper, we will evaluate the performance of GPS-only and combined GPS/GLONASS solutions at different elevation cut-off angles (10°, 20°, 30°and 40°), which mimic the environments such as urban canyons or open-pit mines areas, for network-based positioning.
The paper is organized as follows: Following the introduction, the next section provides brief overview of the data processing, followed by an outline of the processing step of the utilized software. Then a detailed presentation of the results obtained from two observation datasets associated with various sky view condition scenarios. Finally, the last section summarizes key conclusions.
Data and processing method
A network consists of five GNSS stations were selected for the study area. As shown in Fig. 1 GNSS stations are located in mid-latitude region. In addition, the stations, corresponding geographic coordinates and details of GNSS equipment's are provided in Table 1 .
The GPS-only and combined GPS/GLONASS data processing were carried out using the Bernese GNSS Software (Version 5.2), which allows to process GPS-only, GLONASSonly and GPS ? GLONASS observations. In this study, processes and parameters used in the programs were chosen according to Dach and Fridez (2016) . The processing scheme displayed in Fig. 2 indicates the procedure implemented in this study.
While IGS final orbits were used for GPS-only processes, IGS and IGL final orbits were merged to be used for combined GPS/GLONASS based applications. Recently, accuracy of the GLONASS final orbits has improved and approached to GPS final orbits. Currently the accuracy of IGS final orbits is 2.5 cm for GPS and 3 cm for GLONASS (URL-1).
After the preparation of the required data, the first step starts with the processing of the pseudo-range observations for the receiver clock synchronization. If GPS and GLONASS data are processed simultaneously and the satellite clock file contains clock corrections also for the GLONASS satellites, the difference between GPS and GLONASS system time as an additional parameter for each station is estimated.
The main task after code processing is to form single difference observation files by selecting a set of baselines between stations using several strategies. The strategy applied here is based on the defined option to form 8 baselines ( Ionosphere-Free (QIF) method. In case of ambiguity resolution including GLONASS, only one ambiguity per iteration can be resolved. In addition in case of GLONASS, only ambiguities with the same channel number are resolved in version 5.2 (Dach et al. 2015) .
The main last step is the least-squares adjustment based on ionosphere-free linear combination (L3) network solution and coordinate estimations. In case of this step, Vienna mapping function (VMF) was used and the grid files for the coefficients of the VMF were downloaded from the website: http://ggosatm.hg.tuwien.ac.at/DELAY/GRID/VMFG/. In addition gradient estimation model applied here was CHENHER. Coordinates of four stations (CAKO, LEIJ, LINZ, WROC) were estimated based on GOPE station. In this study, once again, processes and parameters used in the programs were chosen according to Dach and Fridez (2016) . More optimum results may be achieved using different parameters and different options. Since the focus of this study is to compare the performance of single system and a combined system, same processing strategy for all data sets was implemented.
Results and analysis
In this section following the scheme displayed in Fig. 2 , the testing procedure and detailed results of two case studies undertaken to evaluate the performance of GPS-only and combined GPS/GLONASS solutions dealt with different sky view conditions are presented and discussed. Four tests were carried out for both long and short observation session applications, using different elevation cut-off angels to simulate four different sky view conditions. Firstly the elevation cut-off angle was set to 10°, representing the case of open sky view where no obstructions exist in the vicinity of the receiver, thus having maximum satellite availability. Secondly, semi-open cut-off elevation angle was set to 20°. Thirdly, limited sky view condition (30°) and finally an extremely limited sky view condition were assumed with high elevation cut of angle (40°), simulating an urban canyon environment, open-pit mine and forest area. In addition, we compare and discuss the accuracy of positioning and height estimation generated using the two constellation configurations for each elevation cut-off angle scenario.
RMSE calculation procedure
To aid interpretation, estimated station coordinates are transformed from geodetic cartesian (X, Y, Z) coordinates to their corresponding topocentric (e, n, u) equivalents. Analyses of the results in local geodetic frame can be physically meaningful due to the separation of the position and height. The common equations for the transformation are given as follows (Leick 1994 )
X 0 , Y 0 , Z 0 are the geocentric coordinates of the topocentric origin, which is derived from the mean of 30 daily solutions using all GPS and GPS/GLONASS datasets based on elevation cut-off angle of 10°, and X i , Y i , Z i refer to the geocentric coordinates obtained from each case solution. In Eq. 1, R(u 0 , k 0 ) is the rotation matrix composed as follows
where u 0 and k 0 are geodetic latitude and longitude of the topocentric origin, respectively, which is calculated from their geocentric cartesian coordinates (X 0 , Y 0 , Z 0 ). Root mean square error (RMSE) for the north, east and up components are:
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where m is the sample size, which is 30 and 42 for 24 and 4 h solutions, respectively.
Long observation session (24 h-daily) results
The purpose of this test is to evaluate contribution of GLONASS observations for the daily (24-h) data lengths. The data were analyzed from 12 January to 10 February 2015, which is 30 days in total. For each day a set of coordinates was determined based on both GPS-only and combined GPS/GLONASS observations for different elevation cut-off angles (10°, 20°, 30°and 40°). Since GNSS data used in this study were collected with a zero degree cut-off angle for all stations except LINZ (five degree cut-off angle), different elevation cut-off angles for all stations was set by the Bernese GNSS software. For this reason, elevation cut-off angle was the same for all stations during processes. In order to compare GPS-only and GPS/GLONASS scenarios the sampling rate of the raw input code and phase measurements was specified at 30 s with four different levels of elevation cut-off angle. In order to examine the accuracy of the GPS-only and combined GPS/GLONASS solutions, RMSE values obtained in (e, n, u) directions for the 24 h datasets are given in Fig. 3 . As it can be seen from the Fig. 3 that GPS-only and GPS/GLONASS solutions produce similar results for the three components (e, n, u). In case of 10°, 20°and 30°e levation cut-off angle, RMSE values of the east and north components obtained from two network solutions are less than 5 mm for all stations, while RMSE of the height components are generally less than 20 mm for all stations, except WROC. In this case, it is also no significant difference in the RMSE value obtained from the GPS-only and GPS/ GLONASS solutions. In case of 40°elevation cut-off angle, RMSE value for the three components is two to three times worse than the other cases. Note that GPS-only and GPS/ GLONASS solution is generally similar for the up component. In the east and north components, GPS-only solution produces similar results and even slightly better when compared to GPS/GLONASS solution (see LEIJ (n) and LINZ (e)), while, GPS/GLO-NASS solution improve the RMSE for some stations, e.g. WROC (n), LINZ (e). It can be summarized from Fig. 3 that evaluation of the results reveals insignificant benefits of adding GLONASS observations in terms of accuracy for 24 h solutions.
Short observation session (4 h) results
In order to investigate the impact of data length on both positioning (GPS-only, GPS/ GLONASS) performance, the daily (24 h) datasets, from 12 to 18 January 2015, were split into subsets of 4 h length (0-4, 4-8, 8-12, 12-16, 16-20 and 20-24 for 1 day). For each dataset a set of coordinates was determined based on both GPS-only and combined GPS/ GLONASS observations for different elevation cut-off angles (10°, 20°, 30°and 40°). In this manner we processed 336 sessions, i.e., six four-hours subsets for a day times seven days times two solutions (GPS-only and GPS/GLONASS combined) times four different elevation cut-off angles. Figure 4 shows the RMSE value obtained in East, North and Up directions for the 4 h datasets. It can be inferred from the Fig. 4 that GPS/GLONASS solution improves the RMSE, more or less, in the three (e, n, u) directions for all elevation cut-off angle cases. This indicates that the addition of GLONASS to GPS increases the accuracy of positioning in case of short observation session. RMSE values of the east and north components similar in case of 10°elevation cut-off angle, while combined GPS/GLONASS solution is slightly better for 20°elevation cut-off angle and generally better for 30°elevation cut-off angle. In case of 40°elevation cut-off angle, note that the superiority of combined GPS/ GLONASS solution over GPS-only solution becomes more distinguished for the three (e, n, u) components.
Combined evaluation of daily and 4 h results
In order to further analyze long and short term results, the number of satellites, PDOP, utilized observation numbers and RMSE corresponding to estimated coordinates are examined in this section.
In Fig. 5 , the number of GPS, GLONASS and GPS/GLONASS combined satellites, with an elevation cut-off angle of 10°, 20°, 30°and 40°, are given. As shown in Fig. 5 , the number of visible satellites decreases when elevation cut-off angle increases. As it can be seen from Fig. 5 , the number of visible GPS satellites is more than GLONASS satellites for most of the time. In case of the 10°elevation cut-off angle, the number of observed satellites for GPS and GLONASS system varied from 6 to 12 and from 5 to 9, respectively. In case of the 40 degree elevation cut-off angle, the number of the observed satellites varied from 2 to 6 (GPS) and from 1 to 4 (GLONASS), respectively. In this case, the number of the satellites tracked by each system separately never exceeded 6, sometimes even dropping to 1. In case of higher elevation cut-off angles, the benefits of the combination of GLONASS with GPS will become more evident since less than four GPS satellites are available.
In Fig. 6 , it can be seen that the PDOP (Positioning Dilution of Precision) for GPS-only changes substantially over this period of time when compared to PDOP for GPS/GLO-NASS. The combined satellite systems dramatically improve the PDOP value since the total number of satellite is increased and satellite geometry is getting better. Here, PDOP for GPS clearly shows data gaps in their time series due to the fact that the total number of visible satellites then drops below four. The PDOP of the combined system remains small. Figure 7 shows the average number of observations used in the final processing step, without outlier observations. The average number of observation is calculated using all datasets. As depicted in Fig. 7 , the number of observations in a combined GPS/GLONASS processing scenario for the daily observations is nearly two times higher than the GPS-only processing scenario for all sky view cases, whereas the number of observations in a combined GPS/GLONASS processing scenario for 4 hourly observations is nearly three times higher than the GPS-only processing scenario for 40°elevation angle case (see 0-4 and 20-24 time periods). The reason for this is that of the number of available GPS satellites is below the minimum requirement of four, in some moments for some time slices thus not being able to provide meaningful solutions and therefore they are eliminated. In addition, since the number of observations is one of the factors, directly influencing the RMSE of the estimated coordinates in Bernese GNSS software (version 5.2), the RMSE of the estimated coordinates based on final processing step of GPS-only data sets are at the larger scale particularly in case of the extremely limited conditions (40°). It can be inferred from 24 and 4 h applications, adding GLONASS observations has no clear impact on the accuracy of the estimated coordinates for 24 h solutions, whereas for limited and extremely limited sky view conditions based on 4 h processes, position and particularly height results are significantly improved in terms of accuracy by adding GLONASS observations. Thus it is worthwhile to apply combined data sets for short time slices and limited sky view conditions.
Conclusion
The performance of GPS-only yields reliable results under open sky view conditions. Therefore combined use of GPS/GLONASS systems for the positioning might be insignificant. However, the ability to utilize extra satellites available in the GLONASS system can enhance the performance of network-based positioning under various limited sky view conditions. In order to examine such conditions, this study attempts a comprehensive capability analysis of network-based positioning using GPS-only and combined GPS/GLONASS observations. Evaluation is based on results derived from the processing of long (24 h Analysis based on 24 h observations exhibits similar results for GPS and GPS/GLONASS, in terms of accuracy for all sky view conditions. Generally speaking, the improvement of positioning accuracy, when adding GLONASS observation, in case of daily observation session is not apparent. However, for the shorter observation periods (4 h) the GPS/ GLONASS solutions suggest better accuracy indicators compared with their GPS-only equivalents particularly for the extremely limited sky view condition (40°). Finally, the results show that the combined GPS/GLONASS solutions in case of short observation session and limited sky view environment, such as urban canyons, mountain, forest and open-pit mines area, is required in order to obtain higher order of positioning and height accuracy, particularly for crustal and structural deformation monitoring applications. Note that, in this research, all obstructed visibilities (e.g. 10°, 20°, 30°and 40°) were generated from the data collected with zero and less than 5°elevation cut-off angle, they may exhibit better positioning results than the data collected under real obstructed area conditions, such as urban canyon and deep open-pit mine. However, the results presented in this study confirm the contribution and advantages of GLONASS constellation to GPSonly in case of limited sky view condition and short observation session. Similar researches regarding network positioning can be carried out using other GNSS combination such as GPS/Galileo, GPS/BeiDou and can be compared with the results presented in this study.
